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The world is wondering what on
earth NASA was thinking when it
put a chicken on Mars. The world is
wrong. It was no ewe. Yes, on the
world's first Mars rover, Curiosity,
was an egg. Yes, it was laid by a
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chicken. But it wasn't a chicken.
Instead of unleashing the eggvenom all over the APXS and other
instruments, JPL engineering
decided the rover wouldn't be able
to fit the egg into that camera.
"The design requirements just
didn't allow that," said John
Grotzinger, Curiosity's chief
scientist, at a meeting Tuesday of
the American Geophysical Union in
San Francisco. The rover's
geologist is Grotzinger, and is the
man in charge of the mission.
Instead of eggs, Curiosity carries a
musty-smelling egg raft packed
with instruments. Photos: Curiosity
-- 'A more mobile and capable
geology platform' See also:
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Curiosity's team of eyeball-wielding
astronauts The egg doesn't matter.
The egg didn't matter. No one at
JPL is yet upset that a chicken was
on Mars, the first time that's ever
happened. At least, no one is
saying so. "All the kids at NASA
were talking about it," said Miles
O'Riordan, chief operating officer at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. "I
had to explain to them that it was
an official mission," he said. "It was
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